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TheAs Seen on TV People

SCRIPT APPROVAL

Attached is the latest script for the commercial we are producing. Before we proceed
with the shoot, we require that you approve the script. If you have any changes or
suggestions, now is the time to let us know so that we may make revisions.

The Voice Over section of the script will be the actual spoken words heard throughout
the commercial.

The Description section will be a reasonable and as close as possible representation of
the action portrayed on camera.

The Graphics section will be all written words or logos or artwork displayed on the
screen. Some of these may be added after shooting during the editing process and
therefore not appear on the storyboard.

Any other descriptions or notations will be described.

Any changes made after receipt of the script approval may result in additional charges.

Please email this form at your earliest opportunity. Likewise, if you have any changes,
please let us know (preferably by scene as outlined on the script) as soon as possible.

Sincerely,
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Company Name: Medium Rare Industries

Product Name: Meat Claws

Contact Name: Mike O'Donnell

Address: 125 Ranch Rd.
Newtown, PA 18940

Draft: # 4

I have read the script for the commercial and by signing below authorize Landmark
Direct to proceed with the shoot. I understand any changes I request after approval
may incur additional charges.

Signature _

Title --------------------------------------------------------------

Date _
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Landmar irect
TheAs Seen on N People

Commercial Script

Date: 3/12/2015 Client: Medium Rare Industries

Draft # 4 Title: Meat Claws
Format: Broadcast Talent: Man, Woman

Scene GFX Video Audio
1. MS Man trying to shred Are you still shredding and carving your meats with

meat with forks dull knives and puny forks?

2. Product shot Claws in Take your Barbecue to the next level with the Meat
foreground meat in Claws from Cave Tools!
background.

3. Shred! Quick shots of Meat claw Shred, Handle and Carve like a pro!
Handle! in action
Carve!

4. BPA Free CU MCs on hand, cut to Armed with the Meat Claws unique design and six
man lifting meat off grill prongs you're ready for action.

5. Shots of man shredding Shred through beef precisely and faster than ever
through roast at counter before.

6. EasyLift! MCs used to remove meat Easily handle without worry of spills or burning your
from crock pot hands.

7. Carve MCs used to carve a ham Even use the Meat Claws to carve through ham like
Safer! a boss.

8. Dishwas Shots of shredding meat. The Meat Claws are durable and dishwasher safe, so
her Safe! Then placed in put them through the paces and shred some meat!

dishwasher.

9. Shots showing shredding Use the Meat Claws on Beef, Chicken, or Pork. Any
different meats. cut - any size!

10. Quick shots of Meat claw Shred, Handle and Carve with Meat Claws!
in action

11. Only Product shot framed for Get your Cave Tools Meat Claws now through this
$12.95 pricing exclusive TV offer for only $12.95!

plus s&h



12. Free Ebook visualization over When you call now get a free recipe book featuring
Recipe grilling background 25 Professional recipes for sauces, ribs, chicken,
Book! smoking, and more!

13. End screen information. So go on, get your grill on with Meat Claws!
Call 1-800-000-0000 or online at
www.meatclaws.com. Call Now!

14.

Production Notes:

Common Terms for Commercial Production

Closeup (CU, ECU or XCU) A tightly framed camera shot in which the principal subject is viewed
at close range, appearing large and dominant on screen. Pulled back slightly is a "medium
closeup" while zoomed in very close is an "extreme closeup."

Essential Area (EA) Boundaries within which contents of a television picture are sure to be seen,
regardless of masking differences in receiver displays, encompassing the inner 80 percent of the
screen.

Framing Act of composing a shot in a camcorder's viewfinder for desired content, angle and
field of view.

Graphics (GFX) Actual words and or images to appear on screen.

Headroom Space between the top of a subject's head and a monitor's upper-screen edge. Too
much headroom makes the subject appear to fall out of the frame.

Long Shot (LS) Camera view of a subject or scene from a distance, showing a broad perspective.
Medium Shot (MS) Defines any camera perspective between long shot and closeup, viewing the
subjects from a medium distance.

Pan Horizontal camera pivot, right to left or left to right, from a stationary position.

Pedestal A camera move vertically lowering or raising the camcorder, approaching either the
floor or the ceiling, while keeping the camera level.



Picture-In-Picture (PIP) Separate image, usually located in a small frame, showing separate
image or text than primary shot.

Point-Of-View Shot (POV) Shot perspective whereby the video camera assumes a subject's view
and thus viewers see what the subject sees.

Tilt Vertical camcorder rotation (up and down) from a single axis, as on a tripod.

Tracking Lateral camcorder movement that travels with a moving subject. The camcorder
should maintain a regulated distance from the subject.

Whip Pan (Swish Pan) Extremely rapid camera movement from left to right or right to left,
appearing as an image blur.

Wide Shot (WS) Shot made with the camera positioned to observe the most action in the
performance.

Zoom Variance of focal length from wide-angle to telephoto, or vice versa, in one continuous
move. "loom in" and "zoom out" are common terms.


